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Now that November is here, it’s time to start thinking about holiday parties. From family gatherings to corporate
affairs, check out these spectacular spaces to celebrate the holidays in Philadelphia:

Sofitel Philadelphia
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Sofitel Philadelphia’s gorgeous ballroom and distinctive dining options make it the ideal Center City location for
chic, sophisticated holiday gatherings. Choose from a variety of spectacular venues, including the brasserie Chez
Colette and urban chic Liberté Lounge. Sofitel has the ability to accommodate small intimate family gatherings up
to large corporate parties and will create a custom menu showcasing exquisite French-inspired cuisine featuring
the freshest ingredients from the hotel’s rooftop garden and beehives. 120 S. 17th St., (215) 569-8300

Aquimero

Located in the Ritz-Carlton, internationally acclaimed chef restaurateur Richard Sandoval’s “made from scratch”
approach is reflected within each flavorful dish at Aqimero, with a menu focusing on sustainable seafood, steaks,
ribs and poultry and an extensive offering of mezcals. The Seafood and Raw Bar offers a combination of raw bar
favorites including mussels, clams, oysters, shrimp cocktail and lobster tail, alongside an impressive assortment of
unique sushi and ceviche. With marble columns and a three-story oculus letting in natural light, the grand stature
of the lobby is the perfect place to celebrate for the holiday season. 10 Avenue of the Arts, (215) 523-8200

The Logan
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The Logan exudes a vibrant, cosmopolitan and energized atmosphere that’s sure to impress guests at your
holiday gathering, from expansive views of the Benjamin Franklin Parkway at Assembly Rooftop Lounge and a
sophisticated library lounge with private courtyard patio to gorgeous ballrooms with courtyard access. One Logan
Square, (215) 963-1500

Sonesta Hotel & Art Bar

Blending exceptional hospitality, art and modern design, the Sonesta Hotel Rittenhouse offers a sophisticated
combination of ambience and options. Let inventive executive chef Kristol Bryant create a memorably delicious
spread for your guests while the talented team of planners helps you bring every detail to life. 1800 Market St.,
(215) 561-7500
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AKA Washington Square

AKA Washington Square is one of city’s most historic and iconic buildings. The lobby, majestically restored by AKA
with dramatic gold-plated ceilings and abundant marble columns, now flows with live piano in a.lounge. On-site
catering for the cocktail bar and a larger-than-life ballroom makes for a grand setting, no matter the event. 834
Chestnut St., (215) 629-9900

Barclay Prime
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Impress your friends and family at the celebrated STARR boutique steakhouse Barclay Prime. Holiday happenings
take place everywhere from the main dining area—with small gatherings, limited happy hour menus in the bar and
lounge area—to the private dining room that can host parties up to 45–50 or 65–70 for passed appetizers. This
restaurant is the ideal contemporary destination for a space steeped in glamorous old-world tradition. 237 S. 18th
St., (215) 732-7560

Root Restaurant
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ROOT is a lively restaurant and wine bar designed with a stylish sensibility that fits naturally within the hip context
of Fishtown. The restaurant features a fresh take on Italian, Spanish and American cuisine; a well-crafted wine
program; inventive cocktails; and a great selection of craft brews. This destination is perfect for intimate groups of
12–20 and private parties of 50–75 alike. 1206 Frankford Ave., (215) 515-3452

One Liberty Observation Deck

Take your event to new heights at One Liberty Observation Deck. Located in the heart of Center City, the
Observation Deck is Philadelphia’s tallest enclosed attraction. Guests will be treated to spectacular 360-degree
views in this unique event venue. 1650 Market St., (215) 561-DECK (3325)

Morimoto
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Iron Chef Masaharu Morimoto elevates Japanese flavors and creates sushi that is sublime in this smart eatery.
Morimoto can accommodate parties of up to 17 people in its Private Omakase Room and up to 22 guests in the
Lounge. The restaurant has a wide variety of menus to be offered, including the Omakase. Morimoto blends
traditional Japanese design with sensual illuminated tables and exquisite organic elements that stimulate and
awaken the senses. 723 Chestnut St.,(215) 413-9070

Ruth’s Chris Steak House Philadelphia
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Ruth’s Chris Steak House Philadelphia offers traditional American classics and takes them up a notch. The
constantly evolving menu is rooted in the classic traditions of a steak house, with a beautifully designed new
location featuring a 30-foot refrigerated wine wall and custom artwork. The restaurant has three private dining
rooms: The Spirit Room, which can hold up to 25 guests; The Infinity Room, which can hold up to 45 guests; and
the 1800 Degree Room, which can hold up to 12 guests. 1800 Market St., (215) 790-1515
Photos: Individual restaurants/Cashman & Associates
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